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I. INTRODUCTION

About Boumediene v. Bush1 - the latest of the Supreme Court's
Guantanamo Bay detainee cases - much has been written in the popu-
lar press and a flood of academic commentary is certain to begin soon.2

In the legal academy, its holding and rationale will be both applauded
and excoriated, its practical consequences debated, and its philosophi-
cal underpinnings examined. But before all that starts in earnest,
this Article will argue that the case can be well, and perhaps best,
understood as a conflict-of-laws decision. Whether this should be so
can be debated, but that it is so seems quite clear.3

Before turning to Boumediene, three other matters require con-
sideration. The first matter is the line of Supreme Court cases involv-
ing Guantanamo Bay detainees leading up to Boumediene.4 The
second matter needing attention is that of some conflict-of-laws
basics. 5 The third matter is the line of Supreme Court decisions in-
volving what the Supreme Court calls extraterritorial application of
the Constitution, of which Boumediene purports to be the latest.6

II. THE GUANTANAMO DETENTION CASES

Attempting to summarize several lengthy and difficult Supreme
Court cases in a few paragraphs brings with it some hazards of over-
simplification. But with the hazards in mind, here is a summary. In

t Vice President for Academic Affairs and Professor of Law, Creighton
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1. 128 S. Ct. 2229 (2008).
2. John C. Coughenour, The Right Place to Try Terrorism Cases, THE WASHING-

TON POST, July 27, 2008, at B7; Michael Doyle, Justice Kennedy: The Supreme Court's
Man in the Middle, McCLATCHY-TRIBUNE NEWS SERVICE, July 6, 2008, http://www.mc-
clatchydc.comI201/story/42926.html; Jonathan Gurwitz, Don't Troops Have Rights Too?,
SAN ANTONIO-EXPRESS NEWS, June 25, 2008, at 9B.

3. Compare Kermit Roosevelt III, Guantanamo and the Conflict of Laws: Rasul
and Beyond, 153 U. PA. L. REV. 2017, 2018 (2005) (finding the conflicts methodology
helpful), with Gerald L. Neuman, Extraterritorial Rights and Constitutional Methodol-
ogy After Rasul v. Bush, 153 U. PA. L. REV. 2073, 2078-79 (2005) (finding the conflicts
methodology unhelpful).

4. See infra notes 7-65 and accompanying text.
5. See infra notes 66-97 and accompanying text.
6. See infra notes 98-133 and accompanying text. See, e.g., Boumediene v. Bush,

128 S. Ct. 2229, 2253 (2008) ("The Court has discussed the issue of the Constitution's
extraterritorial application on many occasions.").
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the wake of the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks on the United
States, Congress passed a joint resolution known generally as the Au-
thorization for Use of Military Force ("AUMF"). 7 Among other things,
the AUMF gives the President (and of course, under his command, the
military) the authority to use "all necessary and appropriate force
against those nations, organizations, or persons he determines
planned, authorized, committed, or aided the terrorist attacks ... or
harbored such organizations or persons."s Incident to this use of mili-
tary force, a good number of persons were captured in hostilities.
However, the routes by which these captured persons came into U.S.
custody varied. Some persons were captured in battle.9 Some persons
were turned over to U.S. forces by locals in order to collect bounties. 10

Other persons were captured by forces friendly to the United States
and then turned over to American custody.11

In total, between 750 and 800 persons were or are still detained at
the U.S. Naval Station in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba pursuant to the
AUMF. 1 2 Some of these detainees are undoubtedly highly dangerous
agents of Al Qaeda or affiliated organizations. 13 Other detainees are,
in the idiom of one commentator, nobodies. 14 Of course, these detain-
ees do not exhaust the supply of persons captured by the United
States during hostilities. Some detainees were turned over to foreign
governments by the United States and others are being held in foreign
countries by U.S. allies. 15 However, the group of detainees to which
Boumediene and its predecessors address themselves is the Guanta-
namo Bay detainees.

The relevant Supreme Court decisions that involve Guantanamo
Bay detainees began with a pair of opinions issued in June of 2004.16

7. Pub. L. No. 107-40, 115 Stat. 224 (2001).
8. Authorization for Use of Military Force, Pub. L. No. 107-40, § 2, 115 Stat. 224

(2001).
9. Rasul v. Bush, 542 U.S. 466, 470-71 (2004).

10. Kenneth Roth, Why the Current Approach to Fighting Terrorism is Making Us
Less Safe, 41 CREIGHTON L. REV. 579, 585 (2008).

11. Hamdan v. Rumsfeld, 548 U.S. 557, 566 (2006); Hamdi v. Rumsfeld, 542 U.S.
507, 510 (2004).

12. Roth, supra note 10, at 585.
13. Id. at 585-86.
14. Id. at 585.
15. Id. at 581.
16. Hamdi, 542 U.S. at 507; Rasul, 542 U.S. at 466. There was a third "War on

Terror" decision that day as well, Rumsfeld v. Padilla, 542 U.S. 426 (2004). However,
Padilla involved a U.S. citizen detained at all times in the United States and thus does
not figure directly in the extraterritoriality issues discussed here. Padilla, 542 U.S. at
430. The Padilla majority concluded that the petitioner's effort to file a habeas petition
in a New York federal court could not proceed because the person having immediate
custody over him was in South Carolina. Id. at 439.
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Hamdi v. Rumsfeld 1 7 involved a U.S. citizen captured on the battle-
field in Afghanistan while allegedly fighting on the side of the Al
Qaeda-allied Taliban forces.1 8 He was initially detained at Guanta-
namo Bay but was transferred to a naval brig in Virginia once it was
learned that he was a U.S. citizen. 19 The U.S. Government's position
was that because Hamdi was not a prisoner of war, under the AUMF
he could be detained indefinitely without any meaningful process as
an unlawful enemy combatant.20 Hamdi petitioned a federal district
court in Virginia for a writ of habeas corpus. 2 1 Pursuant to Hamdi's
petition, a plurality of the Supreme Court held that Hamdi's habeas
action could proceed because he had a Fifth Amendment due process
right to challenge his classification as an unlawful enemy combat-
ant.2 2 As the plurality of the Supreme Court put the matter: "a citi-
zen-detainee seeking to challenge his classification as an enemy
combatant must receive notice of the factual basis for his classifica-
tion, and a fair opportunity to rebut the [U.S.] Government's factual
assertions before a neutral decisionmaker." 23

The Supreme Court's plurality opinion staked the middle ground
of the varying views of the justices. Justices Scalia and Stevens would
have, in a sense, gone further to protect Hamdi. Because Hamdi was a
citizen (or at least a "presumed American citizen") in their view, he
was entitled either to be charged with a crime, such as treason, or to
be released.2 4 According to the concurrence of Justices Scalia and Ste-
vens, Hamdi had habeas rights because the writ of habeas corpus ran
to him and had not been suspended as it can be (and occasionally has
been) "in Cases of Rebellion or Invasion .... ",25 Justices Souter and
Ginsburg staked the position most favorable to Hamdi in that they
agreed with Hamdi's position that neither the AUMF nor the Presi-
dent's powers as commander-in-chief created the power to detain him
in the first place. 26 At the other end of the spectrum, Justice
Thomas's dissent agreed with the U.S. Government's contention that

17. 542 U.S. 507 (2004).
18. Hamdi, 542 U.S. at 510.
19. Id.
20. Id. at 512.
21. Id. at 511. "Habeas corpus" is Latin for "you have the body." It originated as a

common law writ for challenging illegal detentions and was codified by the English Par-
liament in the Habeas Corpus Act of 1679. See Fay v. Noia, 372 U.S. 391, 402-03 (1963)
(discussing history of the writ).

22. Hamdi, 542 U.S. at 531.
23. Id. at 533.
24. Id. at 554 (Scalia, J., concurring).
25. U.S. CONST. art. I, § 9, cl. 2; Hamdi, 542 U.S. at 562; Ex Parte Milligan, 71 U.S.

2 (1866).
26. Hamdi, 542 U.S. at 541-42, 553. (Souter, J., concurring in part, dissenting in

part, concurring in the judgment).
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the President's executive and wartime powers trumped whatever indi-
vidual interests Hamdi might attempt to assert in a habeas action. 2 7

Hamdi's companion and counterpoint was Rasul v. Bush.28 For
eight of the nine Hamdi Justices, Hamdi's status as a U.S. citizen was
critical to their resolution of Hamdi. However, the petitioners in
Rasul could make no such claim. The petitioners in Rasul consisted of
fourteen non-American citizens who had been captured while fighting
for the Taliban in hostilities with the United States and were being
detained at Guantanamo Bay. 29 The Supreme Court's decision in
Rasul would be the clearest signal yet of the position the Supreme
Court would ultimately adopt in Boumediene.

Rasul, unlike Hamdi, generated a majority opinion. Further-
more, as it turned out, the composition of the Rasul majority would
prove important in Boumediene. In Rasul, Justice Stevens' majority
opinion commanded five votes. Other than Stevens' own, his opinion
garnered the votes of Justices Souter, Ginsburg, Breyer, and
O'Connor.30 Justice Kennedy concurred only in the result and on ap-
parently narrower grounds. 31 Conversely, Chief Justice Rehnquist
and Justices Scalia and Thomas dissented. 3 2 Not long after Rasul
was decided, however, John Roberts would become the chief justice
and Samuel Alito would take Justice O'Connor's seat as an associate
justice. In an ideological sense, the net effect was to move the Su-
preme Court's fulcrum from Justice O'Connor to Justice Kennedy. 3 3

For all its significance, however, Rasul turned on a fairly narrow
question of statutory construction. 34 The non-American citizen de-
tainees petitioned for writs of habeas corpus. The habeas corpus stat-
ute provides that "[wirits of habeas corpus may be granted by the
Supreme Court, any justice thereof, the district courts and any circuit
judge within their respective jurisdictions."3 5 The habeas corpus stat-
ute by implication gives the right to grant a writ of habeas corpus if
the prisoner "is in custody under or by color of the authority of the

27. Id. at 592. (Thomas, J., dissenting).
28. 542 U.S. 466 (2004).
29. Rasul, 542 U.S. at 470-71.
30. Id. at 468.
31. Id. at 485. (Kennedy, J., concurring).
32. Id. at 488. (Scalia, J., dissenting).
33. Jonathan Gurwitz, Don't Troops Have Rights Too?, SAN ANTONIO-EXPRESS

NEWS, June 25, 2008, at 9B.
34. Rasul, 542 U.S. at 470 ("These ... cases present the narrow but important

question whether United States courts lack jurisdiction to consider challenges to the
legality of detention of foreign nationals.., incarcerated at the Guantanamo Bay Naval
Base, Cuba.").

35. 28 U.S.C. § 2241(a) (2006).
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United States .... ,,36 At its most elemental level, the question in
Rasul was simply whether the habeas statute should be construed to
reach the non-American citizen Guantanamo Bay detainees.

Yes said the majority, and no said the dissent. The majority opin-
ion placed heavy emphasis on the wording of the habeas corpus stat-
ute. The Supreme Court noted that, by its terms, the habeas corpus
statute referred simply to persons in federal custody without regard to
their citizenship. 37 As the majority in Rasul put it: "Considering that
the statute draws no distinction between Americans and aliens held in
federal custody, there is little reason to think that Congress intended
the geographical coverage of the statute to vary depending on the de-
tainee's citizenship."38

While plausible as a matter of first principles, the majority's in-
terpretation of the habeas corpus statute faced a monumental obstacle
in the form of the Supreme Court's 1950 decision in Johnson v. Eisen-
trager.39 Eisentrager presented many parallels to the Guantanamo
Bay cases. In Eisentrager, twenty-one Germans allegedly committed
war crimes in China by - after the German surrender - providing the
Japanese information about U.S. troop movements. 40 The Germans
were convicted of the war crimes in a U.S. military proceeding in
China and were then held in a German prison under the command of a
U.S. military officer.41 The Supreme Court held that the right to in-
voke the writ of habeas corpus did not extend to the German prison-
ers. 42 While the Supreme Court in Eisentrager devoted most of its
attention to the constitutional dimensions of habeas corpus rights, it
made clear that its holding was that the prisoners had neither a con-
stitutional nor a statutory right to invoke the writ of habeas corpus. 43

The majority's efforts to avoid the implications of Eisentrager in
Rasul were many and varied. Principally, Justice Stevens's majority
opinion contended that Eisentrager's statutory holding had been un-
dercut by later Supreme Court decisions.44 But perhaps acknowledg-

36. § 2241(c)(1). I say "by implication" because the statute is written negatively. It
says: "The writ of habeas corpus shall not extend to a prisoner unless. . ." one of several
conditions is met, including the "in federal custody" condition quoted above. Id.

37. Rasul, 542 U.S. at 481.
38. Id.
39. 339 U.S. 763 (1950).
40. Johnson v. Eisenstrager, 339 U.S. 763, 765-66 (1950).
41. Eisenstrager, 339 U.S. at 766.
42. Id. at 781.
43. Id. at 768 ("Nothing in the text of our Constitution extends such a right, nor

does anything in our statutes.").
44. Rasul, 542 U.S. at 478. The centerpiece of the majority's argument on this

score was Braden v. 30th Judicial Circuit Court of Kentucky, to which it devoted exten-
sive attention. Braden v. 30th Jud. Cir. Ct. of Ky., 410 U.S. 484 (1973); Rasul, 542 U.S.
at 478-79. However, as Justice Scalia noted in dissent, Braden never mentioned Eisen-
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ing the force of Justice Scalia's dissent on this point, the Rasul
majority then addressed what would become a central point in
Boumediene, that is, what to make of Guantanamo Bay.

How to classify the U.S. military base at Guantanamo Bay for le-
gal purposes is, to put it mildly, a bit of a puzzle. Here is the Supreme
Court's description of the base:

The United States occupies the base, which comprises 45
square miles of land and water along the southeast coast of
Cuba, pursuant to a 1903 Lease Agreement executed with the
newly independent Republic of Cuba in the aftermath of the
Spanish-American War. Under the agreement, "the United
States recognizes the continuance of the ultimate sovereignty
of the Republic of Cuba over the [leased areas]," while "the
Republic of Cuba consents that during the period of occupa-
tion by the United States ... the United States shall exercise
complete jurisdiction and control over and within said areas."
In 1934, the parties entered into a treaty providing that, ab-
sent an agreement to modify or abrogate the lease, the lease
would remain in effect "[s]o long as the United States of
America shall not abandon .. .the naval station of Guanta-
namo [Bay]." 45

Essentially the majority's opinion in Rasul created a statutory
habeas corpus right running to anyone being held in U.S. custody any-
where in the world. Being as charitable as possible to the majority's
analysis, this would be a considerable extension of the statutory right
to invoke the writ of habeas corpus. Being less charitable (a stance
that surely describes that of Justice Scalia's dissent), the anyone-in-
federal-custody model was precluded by Eisentrager. However, Eisen-
trager involved detention in Germany which, though defeated in
World War II, could make some meaningful claim to sovereignty over
its land. Although the Guantanamo Bay lease expressly noted that
ultimate sovereignty over the base remained in Cuba, such sover-
eignty is more theoretical than practical given the United States' ex-
clusive jurisdiction and control and the perpetual nature of the
lease.4 6 In theory, of course, the United States could abandon the

trager and dealt with a considerably different issue, that of a prisoner who is effectively
"confined" in multiple jurisdictions within the U.S.; one where he is actually physically
in custody and another in which "legally" in custody. Id. at 493-94 (Scalia, J., dissent-
ing). The latter circumstance might exist in a case in which a prisoner has been sen-
tenced but has not yet begun to serve. the sentence.

45. Rasul, 542 U.S. at 471. Although the U.S. Government dutifully pays its rent
to Cuba the Cuban government will not cash the checks. Anthony Boadle, Castro: Cuba
Not Cashing U.S. Guantanamo Rent Checks, REUTERS, Aug. 17, 2007, http://www.
reuters.com/article/topNews/idUSN1720092120070817.

46. Agreement Between the United States and Cuba for the Lease of Lands for
Coaling and Naval Stations, U.S.-Cuba, art. 3, Feb. 16-23, 1903, T.S. 418.
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base and let it revert to Cuba, but this seems about as likely as the
United States deciding to return its southwestern states to Mexico.

It was this latter point that persuaded Justice Kennedy to concur
in the result reached by the majority.4 7 He was no more persuaded by
the majority's anyone-in-federal-custody model than was the dissent.
In the opening paragraph of his concurrence, Justice Kennedy
credited "Justice Scalia [with] expos[ing] the weakness in the [Su-
preme] Court's conclusion that" Eisentrager's statutory analysis had
been undercut by later decisions. 48 But in Justice Kennedy's view,
Guantanamo Bay "is in every practical respect" part of the United
States, not Cuba.4 9 For him, the fact that the lease "is indefinite and
at the discretion of the United States . . .has produced a place that
belongs to the United States."50

Of course, the fact that Rasul purported to be an interpretation of
the habeas corpus statute brought with it the possibility of a response
by the political branches, and respond they did. Relying on their
Rasul based rights to file habeas petitions, hundreds of non-American
citizen Guantanamo Bay detainees did just that, including Salim Ah-
med Hamdan, Osama bin Laden's personal driver, in Hamdan v.
Rumsfeld. 5 1 The Supreme Court decided Hamdan's case almost two
years to the day after Rasul and produced yet another messy, splin-
tered opinion.52

Hamdan was a Yemeni national captured on the battlefield in Af-
ghanistan in November of 2001.53 In 2002, he was transferred to
Guantanamo Bay.54 Pursuant to procedures set forth in an executive
order, a hearing was held to determine whether Hamdan was eligible
for trial before a military commission seated at Guantanamo Bay.55

Through his habeas corpus petition, Hamdan raised several substan-
tive challenges to the proceedings against him including his eligibility
for trial by a military commission (as opposed to a court martial),
whether the common law of war supported a conspiracy charge, and
whether various limitations on defendants seeing the evidence against
them violated basic tenets of military and international law.56

Hamdan emerged victorious on most of his contentions before the Su-
preme Court. But for present purposes, the most critical argument

47. Rasul, 542 U.S. at 485-87 (Kennedy, J., concurring in the judgment).
48. Id. at 485.
49. Id. at 487.
50. Id.
51. 548 U.S. 557 (2006); Hamdan, 548 U.S. at 570.
52. Id. at 557.
53. Id. at 566.
54. Id.
55. Id.
56. Id. at 567.
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was over the then newly minted Detainee Treatment Act of 2005
("DTA").

5 7

While the DTA addresses a large range of subjects, it amended
the habeas corpus statute to withdraw jurisdiction from any "court,
justice or judge.., to hear or consider... an application for a writ of
habeas corpus filed by or on behalf of an alien detained by the Depart-
ment of Defense at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.. .. ,,58 The DTA's amend-
ment of the habeas corpus statute appeared to bring the Supreme
Court face to face with the constitutional question that it avoided in
Rasul. By shrinking the habeas corpus statute from its interpretation
in Rasul, the political branches brought into play the constitutional
dimension of the right to the writ of habeas corpus. The Constitution's
so-called Suspension Clause provides: "The Privilege of the Writ of
Habeas Corpus shall not be suspended, unless when in Cases of Rebel-
lion or Invasion the public Safety may require it."59 Thus, the Consti-
tution clearly contemplates a continued privilege to assert a right to
habeas corpus unless properly suspended by the political branches. 60

Therefore, unless the Supreme Court were prepared to hold that the
constitutional privilege of the writ of habeas corpus did not extend to
Hamdan, or that the DTA effected a proper suspension of such a writ,
the Supreme Court would have to find the DTA unconstitutional.

But in another Houdini-esque feat of statutory interpretation, the
Supreme Court again avoided the question. The majority seized upon
the absence of an express statement of applicability to pending cases
in the DTA's jurisdictional withdrawal. 6 1 The lack of such an express
statement in this portion of the DTA, the majority reasoned, meant
that Congress had not intended to withdraw habeas jurisdiction over
cases, like Hamdan's, that had been filed before the effective date of
the DTA.6 2 Again, Justice Scalia skewered the majority's statutory
interpretation pointing out that the DTA's express withdrawal of ju-
risdiction to hear or consider a habeas petition was extremely hard to
square with the notion that Congress meant only to prevent the filing
of new habeas petitions by Guantanamo Bay detainees. 6 3 But more to
the point, Justice Scalia correctly noted that the Supreme Court was

57. Pub. L. 109-148, 119 Stat. 2680 (2005).
58. 28 U.S.C. § 2241(e) (2006).
59. U.S. CONST. art. I, § 9, cl. 2.
60. Prior lawful suspensions of the writ have been pursuant to congressional enact-

ment. MiUlligan, 71 U.S. at 114-15 (noting presidential suspension pursuant to congres-
sional authority).

61. Hamdan, 548 U.S. at 574.
62. Id. at 576.
63. Id. at 669 (Scalia, J., dissenting).
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acting only to stave off an inevitable collision with the Suspension
Clause.

6 4

Stave off was indeed an accurate descriptor because, again, by
having the issue turn entirely on a matter of statutory language, the
Supreme Court was inviting the political branches to respond. And
once again, they did. This time the political branches responded by
making it clear that the DTA was indeed meant to apply to already-
filed habeas corpus actions, which brings us to the issue squarely
presented in Boumediene.65

III. CHOICE OF LAW AND EXTRATERRITORIALITY

Before turning to Boumediene v. Bush6 6 and the ultimate ques-
tion of the applicability of the constitutional right of habeas corpus,
individuals must consider the antecedent questions of conflicts meth-
odology generally and then its specific application to what the Su-
preme Court calls extraterritorial application of constitutional
rights. 6 7 These questions need examination because the issue of the
applicability of habeas corpus rights to Guantanamo Bay detainees is,
in a primary sense, one to which the field of conflict of laws addresses
itself. Conflict of laws, or more properly the branch of it known as
choice of law, involves the legal rules that govern cases when elements
of such cases touch more than one state or nation.

History has produced only three principal methodologies to the
puzzle of what law to apply to multistate and multinational cases.
The three principal methodologies are substantivism, territoriality,
and the personal law principle. 68 Substantivism is the notion that
when faced with a choice between competing laws, a court should
choose the one that is substantively preferable. In the United States,
this is the weakest of the three principal methodologies. However, it
has had some influence through the work of Robert Leflar and
others.6 9 Leflar, whose five-factor choice-of-law test includes "the bet-

64. Id. at 664.
65. Boumediene v. Bush, 128 S. Ct. 2229, 2242-44 (2008) (summarizing legislative

changes).

66. 128 S. Ct. 2229 (2008).
67. See, e.g., Boumediene v. Bush, 128 S. Ct. 2229, 2253 (2008) ("The Court has

discussed the issue of the Constitution's extraterritorial application on many
occasions.").

68. FRIEDRICH K. JUENGER ET AL., CHOICE OF LAW AND MULTISTATE JUSTICE 12-13
(Transnational Publishers, Inc. 2005) (1993).

69. Robert A. Leflar, Choice-Influencing Considerations in Conflict of Laws,
41 N.Y.U. L. REV. 267 (1966); JUENGER, supra note 68, at 191-237.
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ter rule of law," is followed in a handful of states.7 0 Even so, in recent
years, state courts that follow Leflar's approach have not expressly
relied on the better rule of law criterion.7 1 Moreover, the better rule of
law determinant has always been better suited to tort actions where
the choice between rules is not one that purports to regulate primary
conduct, but rather purports to allocate the loss after the tortious
event has occurred. 7 2

Thus, the two dominant, and rival, U.S. conflicts methodologies
are territoriality and the personal law principle. Territoriality
chooses the applicable law by focusing on events and the personal law
principle does so by focusing on the personal connection - residence,
domicile, or citizenship - of the parties.73 Territoriality's conceptual
foundation in the United States is that of vested rights. 74 The notion
is that the cause of action becomes vested once the last event neces-
sary to create liability occurred and thus the law of the place of the
last event necessary to create liability must govern. In tort cases this
is the place of the injury, for cases involving contractual formation it is
the place of the acceptance of the contract, for real property matters it
is the situs of the real property, and so on.75 A famous old example of
territoriality is Alabama Great Southern Railroad Company v. Car-
roll.7 6 The plaintiff in Carroll, a resident of Alabama, worked for the
defendant railroad in a rail yard located in Alabama. 7 7 However, the
plaintiff incurred injury when two rail cars, which were negligently
coupled together, broke apart only after the train, which carried the
plaintiff, had crossed into Mississippi. 78 Mississippi's fellow servant
rule barred tort recovery. 79 The Supreme Court of Alabama held that
Mississippi law applied and the plaintiff was precluded from recovery
because his injury - the last event necessary to create whatever liabil-
ity there might be - occurred in Mississippi.8 0

70. See Patrick J. Borchers, The Choice-of-Law Revolution: An Empirical Study,
49 WASH. & LEE L. REV. 357, 370-72 (1992) (listing Wisconsin, Minnesota, Rhode Island,
Arkansas and New Hampshire).

71. See, e.g., Nodak Mut. Ins. Co. v. Am. Family Mut. Ins. Co., 604 N.W.2d 91, 96
(Minn. 2000) ("Regarding the fifth factor, application of the better rule of law, we note
that this court has not placed any emphasis on this factor in nearly 20 years. . .

72. Patrick J. Borchers, Conflicts Pragmatism, 56 ALB. L. REV. 883 (1993).
73. JUENGER, supra note 68, at 10, 33-34, 90-91, 100-02.
74. Slater v. Mex. Nat'l R.R. Co., 194 U.S. 120, 126 (1904).
75. EUGENE F. SCOLES, PETER HAY, PATRICK J. BORCHERS & SYMEON C. SYMEO-

NIDES, CONFLICT OF LAWS 126 (Thomson/West 4th ed. 2004) (1982).
76. 11 So. 803 (Ala. 1892).
77. Ala. Great S. R.R. v. Carroll, 11 So. 803 (Ala. 1892).
78. Carroll, 11 So. at 804.
79. Id. at 805.
80. Id. at 806.
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In the 1950s and 1960s, territoriality in the United States came
under serious attacks from academics. The most influential of these
academics was Brainerd Currie who propounded a theory that became
known as interest analysis.8 1 Despite the new terminology, however,
interest analysis is really the historic personal law principle. In a fa-
mous article on choice of law for contractual liability, Currie imagined
a conversation with a fictional embodiment of the Massachusetts leg-
islature which had passed a rule protecting married women from cer-
tain kinds of contractual liability. Currie postulated that if asked
which women it intended to protect, the fictional Massachusetts legis-
lature would respond: "Why, those with whose welfare Massachusetts
is concerned, of course-i.e., Massachusetts married women."8 2 This
passage, as Harold Korn rightly observed, seduced an entire genera-
tion of U.S. lawyers and effected a shift towards the personal law
principle.

8 3

The first overt U.S. judicial victory for the personal law principle
was a 1963 decision by New York's high court in the case of Babcock v.
Jackson.8 4 In that case, three New Yorkers were involved in a one-car
accident in Canada, specifically in Ontario.8 5 Ontario had a guest
statute that precluded recovery by a passenger against a driver.8 6

Under the territoriality principle illustrated in Carroll, Ontario law
should have applied. But placing heavy emphasis on the common
New York residence of the parties, the court applied New York law
and in so doing adopted Currie's interest vocabulary.8 7

Of course a complete abandonment of territoriality did not occur
instantly, nor did it prove entirely feasible. As the decision in Babcock
recognized, some sorts of rules that regulate primary conduct - rules
of the road, for instance - need to remain territorially confined.88

Even for rules that did not have such an obvious regulatory aspect,
territorial considerations managed to find their way back into the pic-
ture. For example, in important decisions applying interest analysis,
courts have applied their tort rules against local defendants causing

81. JUENGER, supra note 68, at 98 (discussing BRAINERD CURRIE, SELECTED EssAYs
ON THE CONFLICT OF LAWS (1963)).

82. Brainerd Currie, Married Women's Contracts: A Study in Conflict-of-Laws
Method, 25 U. CHI. L. REV. 227, 234 (1958).

83. Harold L. Korn, The Choice-of-Law Revolution: A Critique, 83 COLUM. L. REV.
772, 812 (1983).

84. 191 N.E.2d 279 (N.Y. 1963).
85. Babcock v. Jackson, 191 N.E.2d 279, 280 (N.Y. 1963).
86. Babcock, 191 N.E.2d at 280.
87. Id. at 284-85.
88. Id. at 284.
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out-of-state injuries on the theory that doing so will deter tortious con-
duct in their own states.8 9

This uneasy co-existence of territoriality and the personal law
principle is reflected in the Second Restatement of Conflicts, which
the American Law Institute promulgated in 1971. The Second Re-
statement's overall philosophy of choosing the law with the most sig-
nificant relationship draws heavily from both territoriality and the
personal law principle, particularly as the latter was formulated by
Currie's interest analysis. 90

In the criminal law, territoriality has retained a much stronger
hold, though by a different route. It is an oft-repeated axiom that
"[tihe Courts of no country execute the penal laws of another."9 1

Thus, as a general matter, in Anglo-American law the principal check
on the choice of criminal law is jurisdiction. While Alabama might, as
in Carroll, apply Mississippi's tort law, Alabama will not apply Missis-
sippi's criminal law. For instance, a man who robs a store in Missis-
sippi and is arrested in Alabama is extradited to Mississippi to stand
trial under Mississippi's law; he is not tried in an Alabama court for a
violation of Mississippi's criminal law. As a general proposition,
states only take jurisdiction and apply their criminal law if some ele-
ment of the offense occurred in the territory of the state. 9 2 However,
there is some elasticity in this territorial framework. In many cases,
criminal jurisdiction is asserted based upon the harmful effects being
felt in the forum. This effects doctrine has allowed for all manner of
financial, drug, and other offenses to be tried in U.S. courts even as
against defendants not physically within the United States at any rel-
evant time.9 3

Criminal jurisdiction also admits some extraterritorial expansion
for certain classes of cases. Nations, for instance, often assert the
universality principle for the crime of genocide. 94 Thus, even if the
offender committed no portion of the offense within the territory of the
forum nation, the fact that he or she is arrested in the forum nation is

89. Gantes v. Kason Corp., 679 A.2d 106 (N.J. 1996); Hurtado v. Superior Court,
522 P.2d 666 (Cal. 1974).

90. See RESTATEMENT (SECOND) CONFLICT OF LAWS § 6(2) (1971) (citing to the "rele-
vant policies of the forum" and "the relevant policies of other interested states"); id.
§ 145(2) ("[Clontacts to be taken into account" in tort cases include "the place where the
injury occurred.").

91. The Antelope, 23 U.S. (10 Wheat.) 66, 123 (1825).
92. Model Penal Code § 1.03(1)(a) (1985); Matthew Goode, The Tortured Tale of

Criminal Jurisdiction, 21 MELB. U. L. REV. 411, 412 (1997).
93. Michael D. Hoffer, Note, A Fistful of Dollars: "Operation Casablanca" and the

Impact of Extraterritorial Enforcement of United States Money Laundering Law, 28 GA.
J. INT'L & COMP. L. 293 (2000).

94. Luc Reydams, Belgium's First Application of Universal Jurisdiction: the Butare
Four Case, 1 J. OF INT'L CRIM. JUST. 428 (2003).
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sufficient to try and convict him.95 Moreover, and of particular rele-
vance to the Guantanamo Bay detainee cases, war crimes also can
defy the strict requirement that a portion of the offense must be com-
mitted within the forum's territory.9 6 Nevertheless, these exceptions
to the territorial structure of criminal jurisdiction are truly that - ex-
ceptions. In U.S. civil law (particularly tort actions), the conflicts
revolution has brought about a wholesale reorientation to the personal
law principle or, at the very least, a mixture between it and
territoriality.

97

The competing pulls of territoriality and the personal law princi-
ple are plainly visible in the Supreme Court's jurisprudence regarding
extraterritorial application of the Constitution, though the Supreme
Court has rarely spoken of the issue in those terms. At one time, terri-
toriality had a complete hold on the Supreme Court's jurisprudence in
this area. For example, in Ross v. McIntyre,98 the defendant Ross - an
American seaman on board an American ship - murdered another
seaman on board the ship while it was docked in a Japanese harbor.99

Ross was tried and convicted in a proceeding held at the U.S. consul in
Japan. He raised a variety of constitutional objections to the proceed-
ing, including the U.S. Government's failure to protect his Sixth
Amendment right to a jury trial.' 0 0 The Supreme Court dispensed
with this argument with little more than a shrug of the shoulders,
revealing how deeply imbedded the notion of territoriality was. In so
doing, the Supreme Court stated: "By the constitution a government is
ordained and established 'for the United States of America,' and not
for countries outside of their limits."' 0

Territoriality continued its grip on the Supreme Court's extrater-
ritoriality jurisprudence through the 1950 decision that would figure
so prominently in both Rasul v. Bush10 2 and Boumediene. As dis-
cussed above, Johnson v. Eisentragerl0 3 involved habeas petitions of
Germans held by U.S. officials in a prison physically located in Ger-
many. 10 4 Though they lost, the German petitioners got more than the
shoulder shrug given Ross probably because they had prevailed before
the circuit court, which adopted a variant of the personal law princi-

95. See Goode, supra note 92, at 414.
96. Gu~na61 Mettraux, Dutch Courts' Universal Jurisdiction over Violations of

Common Article 3 qua War Crimes, 4 J. INT'L CRIM. JUST. 362 (2006).
97. JUENGER, supra note 64, at 100-01.
98. 140 U.S. 453 (1891).
99. Ross v. McIntyre, 140 U.S. 453, 456 (1891).

100. Ross, 140 U.S. at 458.
101. Id. at 464.
102. 542 U.S. 466 (2004).
103. 339 U.S. 763 (1950).
104. See supra notes 39-45 and accompanying text.
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ple. 10 5 In fact, the circuit court's approach was essentially the anyone-
in-federal-custody model adopted as a matter of statutory construction
in Rasul. 10 6 However, the Supreme Court in Eisentrager was no less
committed than the Supreme Court in Ross to the territorial method-
ology. In a key passage, Justice Jackson, writing for the majority in
Eisentrager, noted:

We are cited to no instance where a court, in this or any
other country where the writ [of habeas corpus] is known, has
issued it on behalf of an alien enemy who, at no relevant time
and in no stage of his captivity, has been within its territorial
jurisdiction.

10 7

By the late 1950s, as noted above, the academic attacks on territo-
riality in the conflict of laws began in earnest and, probably not coinci-
dentally, the personal law principle appeared in the Supreme Court's
extraterritoriality case law. In Reid v. Covert, 10 8 two American civil-
ian women were accused of murdering their husbands who were in
military service. 10 9 The killings took place on U.S. bases located
outside the United States. 110 The civilian women were convicted in
separate courts-martials and thus were not afforded jury trials and
other constitutional protections that they would have enjoyed in civil-
ian courts."' Under Ross, it appeared that the civilian women had a
losing argument in pressing for the application of the constitutional
protections normally afforded in a non-military trial and indeed they
did lose the first round in the Supreme Court. But with a substantial
change in Supreme Court personnel at the end of the 1956 Term, the
Supreme Court granted rehearing and, in a new opinion, ruled that
the women's constitutional rights followed them outside the United
States.

The Supreme Court's decision in Reid began the unhappy tradi-
tion of splintered Supreme Court extraterritoriality decisions. Justice
Black's plurality opinion in Reid, though draped in the garb of the lit-
eralist approach to constitutional interpretation that he favored, was
an ode to the personal law principle. While the personal law principle
has gathered momentum in the United States only in the last half
century, as Black noted, it dated back centuries. The plurality's reli-

105. Johnson v. Eisentrager, 339 U.S. 763, 767 (1950) (summarizing D.C. Circuit's
opinion).

106. See supra notes 46-50 and accompanying text.
107. Eisentrager, 339 U.S. at 768.
108. 354 U.S. 1 (1957).

109. Reid v. Covert, 354 U.S. 1, 3-4 (1957).
110. Reid, 354 U.S. at 3-4.
111. Id. at 4-5.
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ance on it in Reid, rather than on territoriality, made for a stunning
contrast with Ross and Eisentrager. Justice Black reasoned:

The United States is entirely a creature of the Constitu-
tion .... When the government reaches out to punish a citizen
who is abroad, the shield which the Bill of Rights and other
parts of the Constitution provide to protect his life and liberty
should not be stripped away just because he happens to be in
another land. This is not a novel concept .... It was recog-
nized long before Paul successfully invoked his right as a Ro-
man citizen to be tried in strict accordance with Roman
law.

1 12

Had the plurality in Reid been a majority, it might have effected
an immediate sea of change in the Supreme Court's jurisprudence.
But the concurrences of Justices Frankfurter and Harlan in Reid were
vastly narrower and more cautious. Justice Harlan stated, in the
opening paragraph of his opinion, that he concurred "in the result, on
the narrow ground that where the offense is capital, [the Uniform
Code of Military Justice] cannot constitutionally be applied to the trial
of civilian dependents of members of the armed forces overseas in
times of peace." 113 Justice Frankfurter also emphasized the capital
nature of the offenses. 11 4

Nevertheless, the door was ajar and the personal law principle
began the same uneasy co-existence with territoriality that it had
commenced in the conflict of laws. The two were back and competing
for attention in a critical Supreme Court decision involving the appli-
cability of the Fourth Amendment to foreign searches. In United
States v. Verdugo-Urquidez,115 a Mexican defendant was charged by
the United States with various drug crimes. 116 The defendant was
arrested in Mexico and then transferred to U.S. custody before being
imprisoned in California. 117 A team of U.S. Drug Enforcement
Agency officers and Mexican police searched the defendant's Mexican
residences. 118 The defendant moved to suppress the evidence gath-
ered in the searches on the grounds that his Fourth Amendment right
to have a warrant issued before the search had been violated." 9

The defendant lost in the Supreme Court, but barely. Nominally,
the case produced a majority opinion. Chief Justice Rehnquist's lead
opinion relied heavily on the territorial theory of Eisentrager in find-

112. Id. at 5-6.
113. Id. at 65 (Harlan, J., concurring in the result).
114. Id. at 45-46 (Frankfurter, J., concurring in the result).
115. 494 U.S. 259 (1990).
116. United States v. Verdugo-Urquidez, 494 U.S. 259, 262 (1990).
117. Verdugo-Urquidez, 494 U.S. at 262.
118. Id.
119. Id. at 263.
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ing that because the search had taken place outside the United States,
the Fourth Amendment did not apply. 120 The defendant, unsurpris-
ingly, relied heavily on Reid and attempted to invoke its personal law
principle in a mutual way.121 Although Reid involved the extension of
U.S. constitutional protections to American citizens abroad, the defen-
dant argued that its logical corollary must be that the Constitution
constrains U.S. government officials working abroad. 122 That theory,
which one influential commentator calls mutuality of obligation, was
taken up by Justice Brennan's lead dissent.123 Reid, however, said
Justice Rehnquist, "stands for no such sweeping proposition .... ,,124

Rehnquist's opinion sought to limit Reid to the terms of the concur-
rences: U.S. citizens abroad charged with capital crimes invoking
Fifth and Sixth Amendment protections. 125 In the majority's view,
Reid could be of no comfort given that Verdugo-Urquidez involved a
non-citizen invoking Fourth Amendment rights. 126

It is difficult to call the Verdugo-Urquidez majority anything more
than nominal because the apparent fifth vote for its methodology came
from Justice Kennedy. 127 Although Justice Kennedy claimed at the
outset of his concurrence in Verdugo-Urquidez that his views did not
"depart in fundamental respects from the opinion of the [Supreme]
Court," his unease with a strictly territorial approach was there for all
to see. 128 While the lead opinion in Verdugo-Urquidez sought to limit
Reid, Justice Kennedy agreed with its basic premise. He stated: "I
take it to be correct, as the plurality opinion in Reid v. Covert sets
forth, that the [U.S.] Government may act only as the Constitution
authorizes, whether the actions in question are foreign or domestic."129

Thus, while the lead opinion in Verdugo-Urquidez concluded that the
Constitution was inapplicable on its own terms to a non-citizen chal-
lenging U.S. actions in a foreign territory, Justice Kennedy was will-
ing to entertain the possibility and rejected any application of the
Fourth Amendment because the "conditions and considerations of this

120. Id. at 267.
121. Id. at 269.
122. Id. at 270.
123. Id. at 281 (Brennan, J., dissenting); Gerald L. Neuman, Extraterritorial Rights

and Constitutional Methodology After Rasul v. Bush, 153 U. PA. L. REV. 2073, 2076-77
(2005).

124. Verdugo-Urquidez, 494 U.S. at 270 (majority opinion).
125. Id.
126. Id.
127. Id. at 275 (Kennedy, J., concurring). Justice Stevens also concurred in the re-

sult but only because he concluded that the Fourth Amendment applied but did not
require suppression of the evidence. Id. at 279 (Stevens, J., concurring in the
judgment).

128. Id. at 275. (Kennedy, J., concurring).
129. Id. at 277 (emphasis added).
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case would make adherence to the Fourth Amendment's warrant re-
quirement impracticable and anomalous.' 30 Justice Kennedy then
carried forth the clear implication of this reasoning and stated: "I do
not mean to imply, and the [Supreme] Court has not decided, that per-
sons in the position of [the defendant] have no constitutional
protection."

1 3 1

Pieces of Justice Kennedy's concurrence contain clear reflections
of interest analysis and its personal law foundations. As noted above,
some courts applying interest analysis against defendants acting out
of state borders have done so on the theory that doing so will deter
harmful conduct at home. 13 2 Justice Kennedy's concurrence sug-
gested that had he been persuaded that such a regulatory interest ex-
isted in applying the Fourth Amendment abroad, he might have ruled
differently. But for him, the regulatory concerns actually pointed the
other direction. He argued:

The absence of local judges or magistrates available to issue
warrants, the differing and perhaps unascertainable concep-
tions of reasonableness and privacy that prevail abroad, and
the need to cooperate with foreign officials all indicate that
the Fourth Amendment's warrant requirement should not ap-
ply in Mexico as it does in this country.13 3

IV. BOUMEDIENE V. BUSH

In Boumediene v. Bush, 134 the stage was set for a spectacular con-
frontation between territoriality and the personal law principle. The
statutory issues that had allowed the Supreme Court to avoid the
question in Rasul v. Bush13 5 and Hamdan v. Rumsfeldl 36 were re-
moved by amendments to the Detainee Treatment Act of 2005
("DTA"). And, as noted previously, changes in Supreme Court person-
nel shifted the fulcrum from now-retired Justice O'Connor to Justice
Kennedy. 137

Consistent with his new role as the fulcrum on these issues, Jus-
tice Kennedy was assigned to write the majority opinion in
Boumediene. Factually, Boumediene was a reprise of Rasul and
Hamdan. The entirety of the Supreme Court's factual summary is
contained in one sentence: "Petitioners are aliens designated as enemy

130. Id. at 278.
131. Id.
132. See supra note 89 and accompanying text.
133. Verdugo-Urquidez, 494 U.S. at 278 (Kennedy, J., concurring).
134. 128 S. Ct. 2229 (2008).
135. 542 U.S. 466 (2004).
136. 548 U.S. 557, 570 (2006).
137. See supra note 33 and accompanying text.
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combatants and detained at the United States Naval Station at Guan-
tanamo Bay, Cuba."138 Like the petitioners in Rasul and Hamdan,
the petitioners in Boumediene petitioned for writs of habeas corpus.
The legal issues, however, were markedly different as the political
branches finally succeeded in clearing away the statutory underbrush
blocking the path to the constitutional issue of the application of the
writ of habeas corpus as explained below.

Responding to Hamdan, Congress passed, and the President
signed, the Military Commissions Act (the "MCA").1 39 The MCA was
designed to cure the structural deficiencies in the military commis-
sions that allowed Hamdan to prevail before the Supreme Court. 140

But of most interest for the question of the applicability of the writ of
habeas corpus was Section 7 of the MCA which amended, yet again,
the habeas corpus statute, in particular the critical subsection (e). 14 1

After the MCA, subsection (e) was divided into two subdivisions. Sub-
division (1) left in place the language of the DTA purporting to with-
draw jurisdiction over habeas cases involving Guantanamo Bay
detainees. The MCA, however, added a subdivision (2) which reads as
follows:

Except as provided in [the provisions of the DTA providing for
review in the United States Court of Appeals for the District
of Columbia] no court, justice or judge shall have jurisdiction
to hear or consider any other action against the United States
or its agents relating to any aspect of the detention, transfer,
treatment, trial, or conditions of confinement of an alien who
is or was detained by the United States and has been deter-
mined by the United States to be properly detained as an en-
emy combatant or is awaiting such determination. 14 2

Specifically addressing the effective date issue, the MCA also pro-
vided that the amendments "shall apply to all cases, without excep-
tion, pending on or after the date of enactment of this Act .... ,,143

Pursuant to the language of the MCA, the petitioners in
Boumediene pressed yet another array of clever statutory arguments.
Their contention this time was that the pending on or after enactment
language in the MCA did not apply to the original language of the
DTA that remained as subdivision (1) of subsection (e) of the habeas
corpus statute. 4 4 But rather than sending Congress back to take yet

138. Boumediene v. Bush, 128 S. Ct. 2229, 2240 (2008).
139. Boumediene, 128 S. Ct. at 2241-42.
140. Id. at 2243.
141. Military Commissions Act § 7, Pub. L. No. 109-366, 120 Stat. 2600, 2635-36

(2006) (codified at 28 U.S.C. § 2241(e)(2)).
142. Id.
143. Id.
144. Boumediene, 128 S. Ct. at 2243.
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another stab at making it clear that it did indeed wish to withdraw
habeas corpus jurisdiction, the Supreme Court concluded that Con-
gress's intentions were now clear enough: no statutory right of habeas
jurisdiction for petitioners in Hamdan's, Rasul's, and Boumediene's
shoes. 145

This brought the Supreme Court face to face with the twice-
avoided constitutional question of whether petitioners, like the peti-
tioners in Boumediene, could be deprived of access to the writ of
habeas corpus without formal suspension of it. Justice Kennedy's
opinion on this point began with a discussion of the historical impor-
tance of the writ of habeas corpus as a protection against arbitrary
detentions in England and the Framers' decision to adopt the Suspen-
sion Clause in the original Constitution. 146 Of more importance, how-
ever, was the majority's decision to revisit at greater length an issue
first raised in Rasul, the understanding in the English common law of
the applicability of the writ of habeas corpus to detentions outside of
England.147

With regard to the issue of the historical reach of a writ of habeas
corpus, the majority in Boumediene phrased it as a contest between
territoriality and the personal law principle, though without using
precisely those terms. Here is the Supreme Court's summary of the
parties' positions. "The [U.S.] Government argues [that] the common-
law writ [of habeas corpus] ran only to those territories over which the
Crown was sovereign. Petitioners argue that jurisdiction followed the
King's officers." 148 The former position, of course, is the essence of
territoriality and the latter is a statement of the personal law princi-
ple. The majority in Boumediene, however, conceded that the histori-
cal research by all parties "reveal[ed] no certain conclusions.' 4 9

Indeed it would have been surprising had either party been able
to adduce any strong evidence of adoption of the personal law princi-
ple by the English courts because the personal law principle had its
origins in Roman law, not the English common law. 150 In one famous
statement from the Middle Ages, St. Agobar, the Archbishop of Lyon,
wrote that "it often happens that five men, each under a different law,
may be found walking or sitting together."15 1 The English common
law, however, was and is essentially territorial in its outlook; one

145. Id. at 2244.
146. Id.
147. Id. at 2248-49.
148. Id. at 2248 (citations omitted).
149. Id.
150. FRIEDRICH K. JUENGER ET AL., CHOICE OF LAw AND MULTISTATE JUSTICE 10

(Transnational Publishers, Inc. 2005) (1993).
151. Id. (quoting 1 F. VON SAVIGNY, GESCHICHTE DES ROMISCHEN RECHTS IM MITrE-

LALTER 116 (2nd ed. 1834)).
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would not have found five men in England together under different
laws, they would have all been under the common law. 152 While En-
glish courts of, and before, the founding era of the United States would
sometimes resort to fictions to deal with cases with non-English ele-
ments, they did so to avoid confronting the implied challenge to terri-
toriality, not to create any general adoption of the personal law
principle. 153 Thus, to the extent that the Supreme Court was looking
for a common law analog to St. Agobar's statement, the Supreme
Court was almost certainly looking for something that could not be
found. Indeed, because of the fundamentally territorial premises of
the English common law, Justice Scalia's dissent is almost certainly
correct that the writ of habeas corpus did not run to any place where
the Crown did not exercise sovereignty in at least some sense of the
word. 154

This is not to say that the majority's historical narrative in
Boumediene was wasted. Even if the majority looked for something
that could not be found, its discussion of territories outside of England
over which the British Monarchy exercised some authority provided
for interesting parallels to Guantanamo Bay. As the majority noted,
Guantanamo Bay and the so-called exempt jurisdictions, such as pre-
independence India, share some characteristics. 155 Exempt jurisdic-
tions were historically ones over which the Crown retained sover-
eignty but to which it ceded local control. 156 In fact, the writ of habeas
corpus did run in the Crown's exempt jurisdictions, which provides
some justification for giving analytical primacy to de facto control over
notions of formal sovereignty. 15 7

Although the majority in Boumediene refused to find any precise
parallel between Guantanamo Bay and the exempt jurisdictions, this
was an analytically more promising inquiry.158 Guantanamo Bay
probably lacks any counterpart in history. Justice Scalia's dissent
took as axiomatic view that the ultimate sovereignty of Guantanamo
Bay was the applicable concept for evaluating the habeas corpus
rights of the detainees. 15 9 However, the majority in Boumediene con-
cerned itself more with investigating the pragmatics of asserting juris-
diction, a question that also dogged the English courts as they dealt
with cases from all corners of the expansive British Empire.160 Al-

152. Id. at 22, 27.
153. Id. at 22, 23.
154. Boumediene, 128 S. Ct. at 2303 (Scalia, J., dissenting).
155. Id. at 2249 (majority opinion).
156. Id.
157. Id.
158. Id.
159. Id. at 2305 (Scalia, J., dissenting).
160. Id. at 2249-50 (majority opinion).
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though not questioning the U.S.'s contention that it lacked formal sov-
ereignty over Guantanamo Bay, the majority reasoned that in light of
the lack of a clear historical precedent, the lack of such formal sover-
eignty "does not end the analysis.' 6 1 Rather, the majority continued,
what matters is the "objective degree of control the Nation asserts
over the foreign territory."16 2

Taking the objective-degree-of-control test as its guide, the major-
ity in Boumediene turned to the Supreme Court's own extraterritorial-
ity precedents. Although the majority discussed at length Ross v.
McIntyre,16 3 Reid v. Covert,1 64 and other precedents, the Supreme
Court found itself once again confronted by Johnson v. Eisentrager.165

Although, as noted above, when the Supreme Court faced Eisentrager
in Rasul, it avoided Rasul's constitutional dimensions by having Rasul
turn on a statutory question. 166 However, there would be no avoiding
Eisentrager this time.

If an individual takes formal sovereignty to be the touchstone,
then Eisentrager cannot be distinguished from Boumediene in any
principled way. Both Eisentrager and Boumediene involved non-citi-
zens charged with war crimes being held outside the sovereign bor-
ders of the United States by the American military. 167 Justice
Scalia's dissent hammered on the majority opinion to great effect on
exactly this point. 168 He argued that Justice Kennedy's majority opin-
ion was not in any sense an effort to distinguish Eisentrager, but
rather an overruling of it.1 69

The majority opinion in Boumediene is unfortunately opaque in
responding to the dissent's attack on this score. The majority argued
rather weakly that Eisentrager's denial of the right to the writ of
habeas corpus was heavily influenced by practical considerations
which included difficulties the U.S. Government faced in actually pro-
ducing the prisoners. 170 This, the majority argued, meant that Eisen-
trager could not be taken to stand simply for "a formalistic,
sovereignty-based test for determining the reach of the Suspension
Clause.'u 7 1 The majority argued that the practical considerations ac-

161. Id. at 2252.
162. Id.
163. 140 U.S. 453 (1891).
164. 354 U.S. 1 (1957).
165. 339 U.S. 763 (1950).
166. See supra notes 37-50 and accompanying text.
167. Boumediene, 128 S. Ct. at 2240; Johnson v. Eisentrager, 339 U.S. 763, 765

(1950).
168. Boumediene, 128 S. Ct. at 2298-2302 (Scalia, J., dissenting).
169. Id. at 2302.
170. Id. at 2257 (majority opinion).
171. Id.
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tually cut the other direction in Guantanamo Bay detainee cases be-
cause if the Supreme Court allowed formal sovereignty to control,
Congress would essentially delegate the issue entirely to the executive
branch and thus "raise[ ] troubling separation-of-powers
concerns .. .172

From this, the majority in Boumediene derived a three-part test
for "determining the reach of the Suspension Clause."173 The first
part of this test is "the citizenship and status of the detainee and the
adequacy of the process through which the status determination was
made .... -"174 The second part of this test is "the nature of the sites
where apprehension and then detention took place."1 7 5 The third, and
final, part of this test consists of "the practical obstacles inherent in
resolving the prisoner's entitlement to the writ."1 7 6

Applying this test, the majority in Boumediene concluded that the
writ of habeas corpus ran to Boumediene and those similarly situated.
Although, like the petitioners in Eisentrager, the Guantanamo Bay de-
tainees were non-citizens, the Supreme Court emphasized that the pe-
titioners in Eisentrager had already been convicted in a rigorous
adversarial process while no such process had been yet extended to
the Guantanamo Bay detainees. 17 7 As to the second factor of the test,
which determines the reach of the Suspension Clause, the Supreme
Court emphasized the differences between Guantanamo Bay and the
German prison. While U.S. control of Guantanamo Bay is absolute
and indefinite, the Supreme Court emphasized that the German
prison was technically under the control of the Allied Powers - not the
United States itself - and that no indefinite occupation of Germany
was contemplated. 1 78 Moreover, unlike Guantanamo Bay where Cu-
ban institutions have been completely displaced, the majority in
Boumediene emphasized that no such complete displacement of Ger-
man institutions had taken place in Eisentrager, nor was it contem-
plated. 179 As to the costs of compliance, the Supreme Court reasoned
that because the relative number of detainees was smaller and the
occupied area much smaller, extension of the writ of habeas corpus to
Guantanamo Bay did not present nearly the number of practical
hazards that extending it to occupied Germany would have.' 8 0 Be-
cause the writ of habeas corpus ran to Guantanamo Bay, the majority

172. Id. at 2258.
173. Id. at 2259.
174. Id.
175. Id.
176. Id.
177. Id. at 2259-60.
178. Id. at 2260-61.
179. Id.
180. Id. at 2261-62.
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concluded that Boumediene and similarly situated petitioners should
prevail.

18 1

As an attempted synthesis of Eisentrager and the other extrater-
ritoriality cases, the Boumediene test is a stretch. But as an applica-
tion of interest analysis, the Boumediene test is more comprehensible.
Recall that interest analysis mixes together the personal law principle
with territorial considerations.18 2 Territorial considerations often
find their way into interest analysis by an evaluation of whether a
legal rule will vindicate some regulatory interest of the forum, such as
deterrence. 183 In a roundabout way, the focus of the majority in
Boumediene on actual control over Guantanamo Bay asked and an-
swered the question of whether application of the constitutional
habeas corpus rights to the Guantanamo Bay detainees would serve
any valid regulatory interest. In Hamdi v. Rumsfeld,18 4 where the
prisoner was in a Virginia naval brig, the Supreme Court accepted as
axiomatic that application of U.S. habeas corpus law served a valid
regulatory interest.18 5 The Supreme Court's concern in Boumediene
with actual control over the base in Guantanamo Bay was a proxy for
evaluating whether the same regulatory objectives would be served by
extending the writ of habeas corpus there. The majority's focus, in
Boumediene, on the costs to the U.S. Government of compliance with
additional procedural norms gave voice to the United States' interest
in efficient prosecution of the war and its need to maintain military
efficiency.

181. Id. at 2262. The case also dealt with other issues, not directly relevant to the
extraterritoriality issue. The DTA and MCA did not purport to completely deny access
to a judicial forum but provided for review by the United States Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia. Id. The majority, however, concluded that the judicial review in
the D.C. Circuit was too limited to be an adequate substitute for a habeas petition. Id.
at 2274. Chief Justice Roberts's dissent, written separately from Justice Scalia's but
joined by him, principally took aim at this conclusion by the majority. See id. at 2279
(Roberts, J., dissenting) ("Today the Court strikes down as inadequate the most gener-
ous set of procedural protections ever afforded to aliens detained by this country as
enemy combatants."). Chief Justice Roberts's suggestion that there might not prove to
be much practical difference between the habeas petitions allowed by Boumediene and
the review allowed by the DTA in the D.C. Circuit may prove accurate, however. See
Hamdan v. Gates, 565 F. Supp. 2d 130 (D.D.C. July 18, 2008) (denying Hamdan's pre-
trial habeas petition). Hamdan has since been convicted by a commission of some of the
charges, but acquitted on some of the more serious. See William Glaberson, A Convic-
tion, But a System Still on Trial, SARASOTA HERALD TRIS., Aug. 10, 2008, http://www.
heraldtribune.com/article/20080810/ZNYT02/808100390/0/NEWS&title=A_Conviction

but aSystem-Still onTrial. He received a sentence of 5 years and 6 months of
which he served all but 5 months by the end of trial. Id.

182. See supra notes 81-90 and accompanying text.
183. Gantes v. Kason Corp., 679 A.2d 106 (N.J. 1996); Hurtado v. Superior Court,

522 P.2d 666 (Cal. 1974).
184. 542 U.S. 507 (2004).
185. Hamdi v. Rumsfeld, 542 U.S. 507, 510, 531 (2004).
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In the parlance of interest analysis, Boumediene presented a true
conflict. True conflicts are cases in which there are conflicting inter-
ests. Although proposed solutions to true conflicts have varied across
courts and commentators, the most influential solution is the compar-
ative impairment test adopted by the Supreme Court of California.' 8 6

The comparative impairment test purports to evaluate which interest
would be most impaired by non-application of the legal rule needed to
vindicate that interest.'8 7 Such an inquiry precisely mirrors the eval-
uation of the majority in Boumediene of the interests of the detainees
and of the U.S. Government. In essence, the majority in Boumediene
was saying that non-application of the Suspension Clause would
greatly impair the interests of the petitioners in Boumediene by failing
to deter U.S. governmental officials from subjecting the petitioners,
and others similarly situated, to potentially indefinite detention. Con-
versely, the U.S. Government's interest in efficient prosecution of the
war on terror would be potentially impaired by having to physically
produce detainees and extend to them procedures beyond those that
the U.S. Government had already proposed. In resolving the case as it
did, the majority in Boumediene essentially determined that the deter-
rent interest that would benefit the petitioners would be more se-
verely impaired if habeas rights were not extended than would the
U.S. Government's interest be impaired by extension of habeas corpus
rights.

Viewing these extraterritoriality issues through a modern con-
flict-of-laws lens also can explain Eisentrager, Reid, and United States
v. Verdugo-Urquidez, s8 8 the three most recent and relevant Supreme
Court precedents. Eisentrager, like Boumediene, is best explained as
a true conflict. However, the distinction between Eisentrager and
Boumediene is that in Eisentrager, the U.S. Government would have
suffered a greater impairment of its interests because of the larger
occupied area and number of prisoners potentially affected.

The Supreme Court's decision in Reid is best classified as a false
conflict, meaning that the parties' interests align. In Reid, the peti-
tioners were Americans which gave them a common personal connec-
tion (citizenship) with the U.S. Government, the opposing party.
Cases such as the New York high court's famous Babcock v. Jack-
son'8 9 decision, where the parties share a common personal connec-
tion (domicile or residence), are invariably classified as false conflicts
and the law of their common personal connection displaces the territo-

186. Bernhard v. Harrah's Club, 546 P.2d 719, 723 (Cal. 1976) (citing William F.
Baxter, Choice of Law and the Federal System, 16 STAN. L. REv. 1, 22 (1963)).

187. Bernhard, 546 P.2d at 723-24.
188. 494 U.S. 259 (1990).
189. 191 N.E.2d 279 (N.Y. 1963).
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rial law. 190 So too in Reid the parties' common personal connection
overrode territoriality and resulted in the extension of various consti-
tutional protections to the U.S. citizen petitioners.

Alternatively, the Supreme Court's decision in Verdugo-Urquidez
is best explained as a no interest or unprovided-for case. 191 Such
cases are those in which no interest will be vindicated by application
of any of the conflicting rules. In Verdugo-Urquidez, the criminal de-
fendant was a non-citizen and thus, unlike the Reid petitioners, could
not claim a personal connection that would create an interest in ex-
tending constitutional search and seizure protections to him. The
question of whether a valid regulatory interest would be served by
constraining U.S. federal officials operating abroad is quite clearly dis-
cussed in Justice Kennedy's critical concurrence in Verdugo-Urquidez.
Justice Kennedy pointed to the "absence of local judges or magistrates
available to issue warrants" as a reason not to impose the Fourth
Amendment's warrant requirement on the search that took place in
Mexico. 192 At first blush, considering the absence of local judges or
magistrates available to issue warrants seems misplaced in a case
about extraterritorial application of the Constitution. However, in
conflicts law, it is a familiar inquiry whether application of a rule will
serve any valid regulatory interest. Additionally, Justice Kennedy's
negative conclusion left the case in a no interest posture. In no inter-
est cases such as Verdugo-Urquidez, courts have generally defaulted
to application of territorial law which is exactly how Verdugo-Ur-
quidez was resolved. 193

Viewing Boumediene as an interest analysis case also helps to
make sense of Justice Scalia's dissent. Justice Scalia is not a fan of
interest analysis. In a case on the apparently unrelated subject of con-
stitutional limits on punitive damages, he went out of his way to offer
the following cutting comment: "federal punitive damages law (the
new field created by today's decision) will be beset by the sort of 'inter-
est analysis' that has laid waste the formerly comprehensible field of
conflict of laws.' 94 While not directly associating the approach taken
by the majority in Boumediene with interest analysis, Justice Scalia

190. Patrick J. Borchers, Conflict of Laws, 49 SYRACUSE L. REV. 333, 347 (1999).
191. See, e.g., Symeon C. Symeonides, Choice of Law in the Am. Courts in 2006:

Twentieth Annual Survey, 54 Am. J. CoMP. L. 697, 734 (2006) (referring to such cases as
"inverse conflict[s]").

192. United States v. Verdugo-Urquidez, 494 U.S. 259, 278 (1990) (Kennedy, J.,
concurring).

193. Neumeier v. Kuehner, 286 N.E.2d 454, 458 (N.Y. 1972). In refusing to apply
the Fourth Amendment, the Court was essentially saying that the legality of the search
would have to be judged by the law of Mexico (or the relevant Mexican state) where the
search took place. Verdugo-Urquidez, 494 U.S. at 278 (Kennedy, J., concurring).

194. BMW of N. Am. v. Gore, 517 U.S. 559, 602 (1996).
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was no less scathing in his evaluation of its analytical comprehensibil-
ity. He argued: "the [Supreme] Court's 'functional' test ... does not
(and never will) provide clear guidance for the future." 195

V. CONCLUSION AND THE ROAD FORWARD

At its elemental level, the holding in Boumediene v. Bush196 that
the Guantanamo Bay detainees are entitled to access the Great Writ
to challenge the legality of their confinement is a "victory for the rule
of law."19 7 It is impossible to ignore the force of the point that Justice
Kennedy made in his Rasul v. Bush' 98 concurrence that "Guanta-
namo Bay is in every practical respect a United States terri-
tory. ,,199 Treating Guantanamo Bay as if it were a piece of Florida
is a practical solution to the nagging problem that to do otherwise
would be to create a legal black hole. To say that Cuba has sover-
eignty over Guantanamo Bay is to ignore the reality that a Cuban
court order would have the same effect in Guantanamo Bay as would
an order from a Yemini, Dutch, or Chinese court, which is to say none.
The only judiciary with any authority over Guantanamo Bay is the
U.S. judiciary and in recognizing that basic reality the majority in
Boumediene acted properly.

Nevertheless, it is foolhardy to brush aside the concerns raised in
Justice Scalia's dissent in Boumediene. Interest analysis is vulnerable
to criticism on at least two fronts, both of which are plainly visible in
Boumediene. One ground on which to criticize interest analysis is that
it has a heavy bias towards application of forum law. 20 0 The second
ground on which to criticize interest analysis is the notion of what
counts as an interest is so sufficiently malleable that it is open to ma-
nipulation.20 1 Slight variations of the facts of Boumediene give rise to
indeterminate outcomes. Suppose, for example, that the detainees
were being held on a base located on the soil of a friendly power under
terms less open-ended than the apparently perpetual lease of Guanta-
namo Bay. Or suppose that rather than several hundred Guanta-
namo Bay detainees being potentially affected there were several
thousand. Under the functional test, as created in Boumediene, those
variations would push towards the conclusion that the writ of habeas

195. Boumediene, 128 S. Ct. at 2302 (Scalia, J., dissenting).
196. 128 S. Ct. 2229 (2008).
197. Kermit Roosevelt III, Guantanamo and the Conflict of Laws: Rasul and Be-

yond, 153 U. PA. L. REV. 2017, 2018 (2005).
198. 542 U.S. 466 (2004).
199. Rasul v. Bush, 542 U.S. 466, 487 (2004) (Kennedy, J., concurring).
200. FRIEDRICH K. JUENGER ET AL., CHOICE OF LAW AND MULTISTATE JUSTICE 102-03

(Transnational Publishers, Inc. 2005) (1993).
201. Lea Brilmayer, Interest Analysis and the Myth of Legislative Intent, 78 MICH. L.

REV. 392, 402-03 (1980).
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corpus should not be available, but whether they push far enough to
change the result does not admit any easy answer. As is true with
interest analysis and similar methodologies, courts usually can find
enough cover to apply their own law if they so desire and one suspects
that lower courts faced with variants of Boumediene would probably
take cover in its functional test and extend habeas corpus rights. 20 2

A more cautious and predictable route for the Supreme Court
might have been to maintain the Johnson v. Eisentrager20 3 territorial
structure but create what amounts to a de facto exception for Guanta-
namo Bay because of its unique status and the exclusive U.S. control
over it. At the other end of the spectrum, the Supreme Court could
have followed the path marked in Rasul which would have allowed the
writ of habeas corpus to run to all persons in federal custody no mat-
ter what their physical locus. Such an enthusiastic embrace of the
personal law principle would prove more predictable in application
though it would have vastly expanded the run of the writ of habeas
corpus and undoubtedly enmeshed the judiciary in far more habeas
actions than the Supreme Court contemplated in Boumediene.

Unwilling to commit to either a modified form of territoriality or
to the personal law principle, the Supreme Court attempted to survey
a middle ground well known to those who have followed the develop-
ment of U.S. conflicts law. For years courts, commentators, the Amer-
ican Law Institute, and others have attempted to blend territorial and
personal connecting factors into a palatable concoction. 20 4 Some
would say that the middle ground is so soggy that Prosser's famous
description of conflicts as a dismal swamp remains as true today as
when he so labeled it over fifty years ago. 2 0 5 In some contexts, how-
ever, modern conflicts analysis has yielded narrower but workable
rules that do a reasonable job of accommodating both flexibility and
fairness. 20 6 Whatever its virtues and vices, interest analysis has
taken hold in the Supreme Court's extraterritoriality constitutional
jurisprudence and charting the way forward will require a recognition
of that reality.

202. See, e.g., Allstate Ins. Co. v. Hague, 449 U.S. 302 (1981) (upholding Minnesota's
application of its own insurance law despite the fact that the policyholder did not live in
Minnesota, the underlying accident did not occur in Minnesota and the covered vehicles
were neither licensed nor garaged in Minnesota).

203. 339 U.S. 763 (1950).
204. Neumeier v. Kuehner, 286 N.E.2d 454, 458 (N.Y. 1972); William A. Reppy, Jr.,

Eclecticism in Choice of Law: Hybrid Method or Mishmash?, 34 MERCER L. REV. 645
(1983). See generally RESTATEMENT (SECOND) CONFLICT OF LAws § 6 (1971).

205. William Prosser, Interstate Publication, 51 MICH. L. REV. 959, 971 (1953).
206. See, e.g., Patrick J. Borchers, Nebraska Choice of Law: A Synthesis, 39 CREIGH-

TON L. REV. 1 (2005) (condensing Nebraska cases into various soft rules).
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